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As most of Australia warms and aridifies large areas of its residual forest and rangelands are at risk 

of more frequent and extreme wildfires. These can accentuate their aridification and degradation. 

As evidenced by recent fires in the Canberra, Dunalley, Victoria, WA and now southern Tasmania; 

fire behaviours  have changed and intensified from the former progressive ground and severe crown 

fires to superheated radiant heat fire blasts fuelled by hydrocarbons volatilized from ground fuels.   

These fires can no longer be controlled on the day or via ground based fire breaks and responses but 

only by prior preventative measures to greatly reduce fuel levels and the desiccation of landscapes. 

Attempts at fuel reduction by cool season burns is now also often ineffective due to the shortage of 

safe seasons, the aridification that results and the rapid build up of more aridified fuels. 

As in nature our only option to reduce such fuels and extreme fire risks is to accelerate the former 

microbial processes for the more rapid bio-degradation of this fuel into stable soil carbon. This aids 

the infiltration and retention of rain by those soils which further aids this microbial activity and helps 

to reduce fuel and aridity levels and thus wildfire risks. 

While specific natural fungi are highly active and effective in bio-converting fire fuels into stable soil 

carbon, many of our current forest practices have impeded their activity and turned wet sclerophyll 

forests into drier forests more prone to fire, rather than the natural shift from drier to wet forests.    

We can re-stimulate these natural fungal activities and thus accelerate their fuel bio-degradation to 

both reduce the risk of such extreme fires, both through their fuel reduction and by maintaining 

moister soil and vegetation conditions for longer to reduce the fire risks even on extreme days. 

Such microbial-bio-stimulation and ecological fuel reduction practices can be used over extensive 

areas to reduce fire intensities and/or applied strategically to create biological fire breaks. The 

enhanced moisture availability and cycling of essential plant nutrients due to the increased fungal 

activity can also significantly aid the health, resilience and productivity of these forest systems. 

As climate extremes intensify the economic risks and costs from extreme wildfires in our residual 

forests and rangelands will increase dramatically. This will impose major insurance, health, economic 

and degradation risks for their dependent communities and industries.  

While these preventative fuel minimization strategies can dramatically and naturally reduce these 

risks and in doing so enhance the hydration and productivity of these forests, they need to be 

designed and integrated into the ecological regeneration of these forests rather than as a reactive 

fire control measure on extreme fire days, when no control measure can now be effective. 
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